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LeveL of 
reLaTionship in 

The neTwork

roLe of The 
neTwork

need of individuaLs 
acTors

ouTpuT for The 
individuaL acTor

Getting introduced Creating opportunities for 
contact and acquaintance

Understanding the 
relationships in the 
network, becoming visible

Increased network

Networking Continuity, facilitation of 
contacts, organising the 
exchange and increase of 
knowledge

Establishing personal 
relationships, sharing 
information and 
experiences between 
members. More 
knowledge, high status 
of information, personal 
interaction

Applicability of experiences 
in different situations. 
Increased viability of 
projects and policy

Informal cooperation The network provides 
a safe environment for 
sparring partners and is 
a source of up‑to‑date 
knowledge

Initial cooperation in 
smaller groups

Implementation

Formal cooperation A source of business 
opportunities and win‑win 
situations

Running projects with 
other actors, selling 
products, creating business

Profit, new business, 
innovation







1 Evaluating the preconditions
What is the motive for building a network? What is the problem/the main issue? Which partners 
are needed and what is their motivation? Who will take the lead in the starting phase?

2
Building up an informal 
network

Establishing a communication structure/culture including first (informal) meetings, building up an 
initial communication and organisation infrastructure.

3
Defining roles within the 
network

Defining and distributing concrete roles within the network (lead, responsibilities for special topics 
or target groups, competences for decision making, etc.)

4 Creating an overall concept
Definition of a common understanding of the aims and goals of the network – what should be 
reached until when and which means are appropriate / available?

5 Building up a formal network
Following the often not so easy definition of the overall concept and the initial distributing of roles 
a concrete concept for commitment and participation needs to be elaborated and rules have to 
be defined. If financial commitment is needed contracts should be elaborated and agreed upon.

6 Joint actions
First actions will take place, testing the capacity of the network and revealing weak links and 
threads.

7 Stabilising the network
How well do the partners work together? Which means are further necessary? Are there any 
issues that need change for future successful networking?

8 Joint projects
Elaborating and implementing projects will take place in the last phase of establishing a network. 
This will only be successful if the other phases are thoroughly worked out and finalised.





Type 1:
member 
orienTed

insTrumenTs

AcTive pAssive

Collective, aiming at 
Involving stakeholders:
· Events,
· Fairs,
· Information markets 

Personal contacts:
· Face to face meetings
· phone calls,
· kitchen-table talks

Collective aiming at 
discussions:
· Events, Meetings,
· Energy forums,
· Bilateral discussions

Direct, printed:
· Newsletters
· Papers
· Formal invitations

Direct, digital:
· Email
· E /newsletter

Collective aiming at 
learning by experience:
· Study visits
· seminars

Sharing:
· Online sharing of
· documents
· and information

Type 2: 
TArgeT 
group 

orienTed

Group or individuals, 
aimed at learning by 
experience:
· Company visits,
· guiding tours
· Mobile
· Mobile Compost

Aimed at forming a 
target group:
·  Facebook, Twitter, 

Linked In

Topic based:
· Brochures
· flyers

News:
· Discussion papers
· Press releases

Collective, aimed at 
increasing knowledge:
· Courses, Lectures,
· Workshops

Collective aimed at 
gathering
· Conference

Indirect
· Press releases



Activity Description effect in the network

seminArs

Seminars about saving energy or new technologies are very com-
mon network activities. A professional speaker can lift the seminar 
to new heights, raising interesting questions and initiating lively 
discussions. A speaker who provokes makes people think and gets 
discussions going.

Raising knowledge about energy issues Raising interest for innovati-
ve energy projects

DebAtes
Invite two or more people to hold a debate. This presents different 
angles of the subject in a way that a single speaker can’t, since a 
single speaker tends to see things from only one point of view.

Developing a vision Developing a common language about energy 
planning

exhibitions
This is a good way to show others the work that the network is 
doing, and can also be an opportunity of spreading information about 
a specific subject to network members and others.

Spreading information Synchronising knowledge with other net-
works Marketing

excursions

An excursion is not only for sharing knowledge and experiences, 
but is also a very good opportunity for getting to know other people 
during traveling and eating. Such contacts can be more fruitful than 
the excursion itself in many cases.

Raising knowledge about energy issues Deeper knowledge

breAkfAst
meetings

Such meetings can be an effective way to spread information and to 
market activities or companies. People come to breakfast followed 
by a seminar or other activity.

Low-threshold meetings. Good for making acquaintance and creating 
familiarity and personal relationships, building up trust

conferences

A conference usually needs a lot of work, and may not be suitable 
for small networks or networks with small administrative capacity. 
A conference to which the network members bring a speaker 
may provide new impulses. This approach can lift a conference in 
unexpected ways, especially when the speakers mix with conference 
participants.

New contacts Activating the members by letting them bring in 
speakers Raising interest for the subject of the network

newsletter
Most newsletters are now sent out by e-mail, but paper-based 
newsletters may be used, depending on the aim and target group.

Spreading information
Up-to-date news on the subject

website
Many networks use websites, and some also have member areas 
where the members login to obtain access to more content, discus-
sion forums, etc.

Easy way to be found Keeping profiles of members

e-mAil lists
E-mail lists are a very powerful tool for network members to 
communicate with each other, and to obtain information and help 
from each other.

Interaction between members within and outside the network

fAce-to-fAce
meetings

Network members meet to have lunch, a cup of coffee or a smaller 
meeting.

Members share information, plan cooperation, etc.

workshops
Workshops, in contrast to many other activities, allow two-way com-
munication, requiring the participants to make an active contribution.

Activating the members Envisioning Achieving concrete results

DisseminAtion
The objective of many networks is to spread knowledge. See also 
the report describing how North Sea – SEP disseminates informa-
tion.

Spreading the message of the network Reaching new target groups

A web-bAseD
interActive

forum

Members can share experiences in such a form, or ask questions, 
discuss problems and obtain important contact with other members.

Strengthen the network and the cooperation

common 
projects

A common project can be used to strengthen the commitment within 
the members. The project can use the activities mentioned above 
to obtain its goals. A network may have several projects under way 
at the same time where different members are involved in different 
projects. This can be described as akind of learning network within 
the bigger network.





Partner
network

name
aim

tyPe of
members

Public/
Private

size new y/n

leiedal

Regional energy steering 
committee

gional think tank to help 
to develop the regional 
strategy and to carry 
it out

· Housing companies,
· experts,
· local authorities, IMOG

both 16 Y

Inter-municipal network 
on energy and public 
infrastructure

Sharing knowledge and 
best practices in the 
region, work on shared 
solutions

· Facility managers,
·  aldermen of the 13 

cities and municipalities,
· IMOG

public 26+ 1 N

Regional energy forum
Discuss the regional 
strategy and increase 
knowledge

·  Stakeholders involved 
with energy issues

both W10 0 Y

aberdeen
North East Climate 
Change Partnership

Lead by example, 
learning from 
experiences of others, 
discussion and debate, 
identify joint projects

· Public organisations,
· local authorities,
· police,
· healthcare trusts,
· fire services
· local companies

both 8 N

dundee

Community Energy 
Scotland

Promotion of renewable 
energy community 
projects

· Citizens,
· public bodies

both 1000 N

Solar Cities
Promotion of renewable 
energy community 
projects

· Public bodies,
· companies

both 150 N

Tayside construction 
forum

Sustainable construction
· Public bodies,
· companies

both 150 N

oldenburg
OLEC (Oldenburg Energy 
Cluster)

Dissemination of energy 
knowhow

·  Energy-related 
companies,

· university,
· municipalities

both ≈45 N

municiPality
of

tynaarlo

Municipal Network De 
Bronnen

Realisation of a 
sustainable residential 
area, exchange and 
increase of knowledge 
about energy-neutral 
planning

·  Experts in sustainable 
building,

· provincial authorities,
· municipal workers,
· companies,
· citizens,
· water board

both ≈75 Y

Pilot Group Smart Grids
Exchange of knowledge 
about photovoltaic and 
smart grids

· Municipalities,
· Energy Valley,
· companies

both Y

Province
of drenthe

DEKO
Implementation of 
climate plans and CO

2
 

goals, exchange

·  Environmental officers 
of the municipalities,

·  province, national 
authority

public ≈20 N



Partner
network

name
aim

tyPe of
members

Public/
Private

size new y/n

energikontor
sydost

Klimatkommission 
Kronoberg

Combine sustainable 
growth and attractive 
settings with effective 
use of resources and 
minimal influence on the 
climate

· Politicians,
· university,
· county governor,
·  director of regional 

council,
·  trade & industry 

branches,
·  property & transport 

sector

both 22 N

Växjö Group for 
Bioenergy

Develop capacity of 
biomass fuel heated 
plants, 0.5 to 10 MW as 
well as business models 
for this development

· Consultants,
· producers,
· distributers of biomass

both 8 N

imog

Masters of Compost
Training and support for 
masters of compost

· Citizens citizens 200 N

Sustainability officers
Exchange of knowledge 
and information

·  Sustainability officers of 
municipalities

public ≈20 N

RESOC

Stakeholders meeting 
for the socioeconomic 
development of the 
region

· Public institutions,
· companies,
· associations

both ≈10 0 N

u.a.n.

RURENER
Supporting small rural 
communities to become 
energy-neutral

· Public institutions,
· companies

both 12 N

CEMR (Council for 
European Municipalities 
& Regions)

Lobbying for local 
authorities

·  National municipal 
associations

public 50 N

osterholz

Informal network
Development of concrete 
business cases

·  County and local 
companies

both Y

Energie Kompetenz 
Osterholz

Foster cooperation 
of local companies: 
increase activities in 
energy conservation & 
renewable energy

·  Companies involved in 
energy conservation & 
renewable energies in 
Osterholz

both 15 Y

camPus
varberg/

emc

MEK-rådet Interaction/cooperation

· Public,
· private,
· university,
· NGO

both 20 Y

Miljöaktörerna Interaction/cooperation
· Public,
· university,
· NGO

both 7 N



















phase Topic acTiviTies / descripTion

1 Idea
Definition of a purpose, a topic, an aim, goals etc. as a starting point for the Think Tank. Write a 
short outline that can be sent to potential members to attract their attention (step 3).

2 Parameters

Define the scope (what are the thematic limits of the Think Tank?), the scale (how many members 
are suitable for the aim?) and the frequency (what amount of work is adequate to reach the goals?). 
In some cases it will be necessary to finance certain actions (such as events and publications). It is 
necessary at a very early stage to think about funding possibilities that serve the objectives of the 
Think Tank.

3 Members
Define prototypes of members that should take part in the Think Tank. Members should be experts 
for the topic defined for the Think Tank. Address them, clearly pointing out the benefits of the Think 
Tank. Ideally, the experts are already part of networks.

4 Structure

Appoint a chair for the Think Tank, the expert of experts who will lead the content related work of 
the think tank. Ideally this chair should be known well by all members. Also appoint a facilitator that 
is not member of the Think Tank, but knows the topic well. The Facilitator is supposed to manage 
and maintain the Think Tank, to provide and spread all relevant information and to organise mee-
tings, outputs and overall communication.

5 Communication
Set up an adequate communication structure and culture. This includes defining the frequency and 
form of mailings, newsletters, reports etc. regular contact between the facilitator and the chair as 
well as the facilitator and single members is inevitable for the success.

6 Meetings

Organise meetings on a regular basis; the frequency depends on the topic and its demands. If there 
are political decisions ahead, plan the date well. Meetings should be thoroughly prepared regarding 
the content (information for the members send out well in advance) as well as the overall organi-
sation to support the members as much as possible. Meetings should also be well documented to 
keep track of decisions, tasks etc.

7 Facilitate

To make sure the experts of the Think Tank can work as effectively as possible it is necessary to 
professionally facilitate all related processes. This includes :
· the complete communication and information procedures,
· the organisation of meetings (of the whole Think Tank or bilateral),
· keeping track of all activities and task of single members that are related to the Think Tank and
· ensuring the quality of outputs.

8
Publish and 
disseminate

Make sure results of the Think Tank are published in an adequate way. This can be accomplished 
by frequent notes on a Think Tank website, in social networks or in media channels of any kind. 
Publications should meet the aims of the Think Tank and take place in an adequate way.

Dissemination also includes the organisation of events inviting further experts, stakeholders, the 
public, the press etc. This should only be done, when results are strong enough to last discussions.













Agentur für Kommunikation,
Organisation und Management
Agency for Communication, 
Organization and Management
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